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THE STUDY OF PAINTING AND THE ARTS OF THE BOOK

The essays in this volume are revised versions of pa-
pers first presented at the conference, "The Making
and Reception of Painting in the Pre-Modern Islamic
World," held in May 1999 under the auspices of the
Aga Khan Program for Islamic Architecture at Harvard
University. Over two days, the speakers presented new
research on various topics about painting and the arts
of the book in the pre-modern Islamic world. Despite
the breadth suggested by the conference's title, the
majority of papers reflect a critical mass of scholar-
ship that has grown up around painting and the arts
of the book in Iran, Central Asia, and the Middle East,
and within a literary milieu that was predominantly
Persian, in the so-called classical period of Persian
painting, spanning the fourteenth through the six-
teenth century. Some of the essays dealt with earlier
periods or expanded the geographical boundaries to
offer perspectives on the art tradition in its formation
and in its later reception as a cultural construct.

The division of this volume's essays into four cate-
gories reflects the organization of the conference.l As
defined at the conference's inception, the categories
encompass, first, the materials and methods used for
book production; second, the conception and reali-
zation of painting; third, theories of painting and aes-
thetics; and fourth, later responses to paintings and
books. By providing a thematic framework, these cat-
egories allowed a critical discussion of the physical and
written sources that extended beyond the specifics of
individual papers to question methods used to study
manuscript painting and generally accepted scholarly
paradigms and the foundations of arguments. The
critical insights of the four discussants-Yves Porter,
Marianna Shreve Simpson, Irene Winter, and Gfilru
Necipoglu-greatly added to the debate.

From its formative stages, Persian painting in both
manuscripts and single-sheet images quickly emerged
as a principal subject of scholarly interest, alongside
the equally developed categories of architecture, ce-
ramics, and carpets. Significant space was allocated

to painting and the arts of the book in the first exhi-
bitions of this century; indeed, some of them displayed
painting to the exclusion of all other arts.2 But it has
been quite a long time since a conference was devoted
exclusively to painting and the arts of the book, and
this requires some comment.

Changes in the scholarship on Islamic art and ar-
chitecture, as well as in pedagogy, have been reflected
in the conferences of recent years. A few-for exam-
ple, a recent conference on the exhibition and col-
lection of Islamic art, 3 and another about pre-mod-
ern Islamic palaces 4 -were organized along thematic
lines. Conferences on the art and architecture of the
Timurids (Toronto and Washington, D.C., 1989);5
Mongols (Oxford, 1995);6 Safavids (London, 1998);7

and Fatimids (Paris, 1998)8 were framed regionally,
presented under a dynastic rubric, and embraced a
wide range of media from portable objects to immo-
bile buildings and in varying degrees involved a meas-
ure of interdisciplinary effort-historians of art were
joined by historians and philologists. Regionally de-
fined and chronologically limited approaches permit-
ted a more complex analysis of the blanket term, Is-
lamic art and architecture, and offered nuanced char-
acterizations of a culture in a given time and place
by avoiding those reductive Orientalist formulations
that have plagued the field. A particularized portrayal
of Islamic art and architecture was sought through its
synchronic setting.

Most of these conferences, whether regional or the-
matic, responded to broader intellectual currents in
the humanities by giving weight to contextual analy-
sis along cultural, political, social and economic lines.
When appropriate, the arts of painting and the book
were accorded a prominent role, but they ultimately
were lost in the wider interpretation of cultural pa-
tronage as a politically motivated, programmatic ac-
tivity. Although it is true that buildings and objects
can possess the power to embody ideologies and
thereby to give a hegemonic group's prerogatives some
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physical shape and that contemporary groups were
conscious of this and chose to exploit it, the domi-
nant paradigm and its methodological formula always
anticipated the end result. Historical materials were
simply set into a readymade framework. The place of
painting and the arts of the book in this cultural
project and its scholarly formulations remained un-
clear, however, despite the fact that some illustrated
texts clearly deal with topics of legitimacy, 9 even if their
effect would have been constrained by a book's lim-
ited audience. Formal and stylistic connections be-
tween media were explained by the presence of the
court-sponsored workshop as a site where visual idi-
oms associated with a hegemonic group were codified
and disseminated. Hence, although painting and the
book were an important part of what constituted "cul-
ture" in a specific time and place, a book's role as a
political tool demanded tempering despite the fact
that its broadly generative aesthetic dimension could
be retained.

These intellectual gatherings and the accompany-
ing publications that followed produced some signifi-
cant and fruitful results. They redefined corpuses of
objects, expanded the pool of sources used by histo-
rians of art, and together established a new base line
for the training of young scholars. However, they were
also marked by a tendency to bracket off image from
object and from context.10 Connections between ob-
jects and contexts are useful, except for the problem
that the historian wants the object simultaneously to
reflect its historical context, to be produced by it, and
to be read synoptically as a gateway to it. The object
reflects, but it can have no agency-it is inescapably
of and in its time rather than something that shapes
it.11 Ironically, the object often becomes a decoy, with
the study of its physical features and properties, its
materiality, put aside. What it "means" is emphasized
over "how it might mean." The object is decoded and
interpreted, though the mechanisms of the response
that the object produces are not. Is it possible now
to unite these elements-image, object, context-and
return to issues that have been largely neglected?

In the past twenty years or so, the study of paint-
ing in the pre-modern Islamic world has yielded some
productive developments along three lines: 12 the
holistic study of the book as an object; artist's mate-
rials, techniques, and practices; and the visual prop-
erties and functional aspects of painting. These three
lines formed the starting point for conceptualizing the
conference with the hope that the potential of such

methods of analysis and directions of thought could
be charted, and then pursued and further expanded.

The first development is the close examination of
the book as an object-basically the study of its physical
elements and processes of production-using codico-
logical methods. Interest in the book's constituent
parts was first manifest in the 1979 publication, Arts
of the Book in Central Asia: 14th-16th Centuries, edited
by Basil Gray. 3 Although it emphasized painting, its
opening chapters covered the rarely treated subjects
of calligraphy, illumination, and binding. Numerous
volumes on manuscript bindings and bibliopegy fol-
lowed.1 4 Collections of essays and-journals dealing
exclusively with the diverse aspects of bookmaking 5

and monographic studies of illustrated manuscripts
heavily weighted toward their production16 have also
been published. Recent catalogues of manuscript
collections also reflect a higher standard of documen-
tation.' 7 The cumulative effect of these new perspec-
tives on the book has been startling; the application
of codicology forced scholars to acknowledge the
potentially complex history of the book as an artifact
in the period of its formation and/or subsequent re-
formation at later times, and hence challenged models
of production (centered on the kitdbkhana, generally
understood as library-cum-workshop)'8 and the under-
pinnings of what is vaguely referred to as patronage.
Most of these challenges await further study.

An unremitting focus on the book, as a portable,
self-contained site for reading and seeing also de-
manded reassessments of the place of painting in it.
One immediately obvious line of scholarly pursuit was
the relationship between word and image,'9 perhaps
motivated by developments in the study of Western
medieval illuminated manuscripts. This new tack was
probably a reaction to the purely visual response to
paintings by generations of scholars who were unable
to read the painting's relevant text, or had no inter-
est in it; they were satisfied with translating its cap-
tion in a rubric panel or locating a practitioner's sig-
nature. The emphasis on the illustrative function of
paintings in books led to word-and-image studies that
explored the development of pictorial cycles for
commonly illustrated texts and the iconographic for-
mulas used to portray individual players and stock
characters.2 0 After gauging changes in the handling
of individual subjects and differences between the il-
lustrative cycles or sequences of separate manuscripts,
some illustrated books were singled out for their
anomalous nature and explained as manipulations
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designed to satisfy particular ideological goals. A good
example is the great Mongol Shahnama of Firdawsi
(dated to ca. 1328-36), whose illustrative cycle has
been interpreted as a reflection of contemporary
Ilkhanid concerns (e.g., legitimacy, the fantastic or su-
pernatural, death and mourning, the role of women). 21

Although these first steps were critical, less literal ex-
plorations of word and image relationships remain to
be undertaken. For example, one can imagine a more
thoroughgoing analysis of relationships between word
and image that would examine the historical validity
in modern scholarship of an optical- or retinal-based
discursive mode, or the perception and articulation
of visual experiences through the rhetorical frame-
works of textual genres and patterns of speech. 22

The second line of inquiry emphasized the artist's
materials, techniques, and practices.2 3 By reconsider-
ing the role of the maker-painter, calligrapher, il-
luminator, and binder among others-now under-
stood as a repository of technical expertise and tra-
dition, general notions of patron-artist relationships
and stylistic taxonomies were called into question.
Since the inception of the study of painting in the early
twentieth century, historical sequences have been struc-
tured around a core group of enlightened patrons,
e.g., Sultan AhmadJalayir, Baysunghur, Sultan Husayn,
Shah Tahmasp, and Shah 'Abbas, based in particular
metropolitan centers (Herat, Tabriz, Shiraz, Istanbul,
Bukhara), 2 4 to construct a dynastic model that would
produce an artist who would fully emerge in the late
fifteenth century as someone who could create mean-
ing. As in most fields in the history of art, paintings
and the arts of the book were first sorted into groups
through stylistic analysis and methods of connoisseur-
ship.

While it would be inappropriate today to criticize
this method of analysis for its shortcomings, to con-
tinue it in scholarship is more questionable, especially
when the stylistic method and its assumptions have
gone unexamined. The methodological equation has
not articulated, for example, the nature of the inter-
relationship between style, place, period, and person.
How it is that the practitioners of a metropolitan
center-e.g., Herat or Shiraz-can sustain a certain
visual look, a homogeneity, in spite of political change
and a community of practitioners that is constantly
changing. Was this look achieved through some form
of visual censoring of productions in a particular place
using some standard? If this were the case it would
imply an internal arbitration of style and a pro-active

formation of an artistic canon that we have not ac-
counted for. What about the role of the individual in
relation to the community of makers and the visual
tradition associated with place? How is the space be-
tween self and tradition negotiated? Taxonomy can-
not sustain these questions because its paradigm of
production is founded upon the simplest of scenarios
and admits the fewest of variables. Taxonomic analy-
sis generally accords the artist the role of unthinking
maker who is driven by reflex alone, a sleepwalker of
sorts.

When the taxonomic approach reached a critical
mass it became a self-sustaining project from which
scholars found it well nigh impossible to break free.
A history of art existed above and beyond the historical
contexts in which the art was made. Beyond contin-
gency, art retained its autonomy. This history possessed
its own rationale, incentives, and momentum. It was
supposed to tell the story of art through a history of
stylistic evolution achieved by gauging visual changes
and differences between discrete works, and by mak-
ing refinements and adjustments of chronology, prov-
enance, and attribution in the face of an ever-expand-
ing corpus of dated and undated objects.25 This frame-
work could absorb previously unpublished materials
that were found in libraries or that entered the mar-
ketplace at auction. Historical data were adduced
solely to refine relationships between successive ob-

jects or between people and places through an ex-
tremely limited use and literal reading of written
sources. 26 Individual patrons and artists retained their
centrality to underscore the art tradition's elite aura,
and they represented values consonant with the so-
cial and cultural aspirations of early collectors, deal-
ers, and scholars. 2 7 A not so unfamiliar symmetry was
formed between the patron of refined taste and en-
lightened aesthetic vision and the modern collector,
a seductive contract between the present and the past
that has played out over and again in the modern art
market. In fact, the developing market and the growth
of collecting were sustained by taxonomy.

The third, and certainly least developed, line of
recent inquiry examines the visual properties2 8 and
functional aspects of painting (mainly, but not exclu-
sively, within the context of the book),29 to address
questions related to audience (generally imagined as
exclusive in its formation), the uses of images, and
the points of connection between the visual tradition
and the wider culture. One can think, for example,
of the connections suggested between painting and
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poetry, a conceptual and perceptual relationship be-
tween word and image that was initially remarked
upon by Ehsan Yarshater and later developed by Adel
Adamova, among others.3 0 But it is principally in the
aspects of process and practice-the consequences of
being in and of a tradition-that filiations between
these two art forms most palpably emerge. Parallel
structures of training and performance yielded simi-
lar results, suggesting continuities in practice and
judgment across media. The inter-media correspond-
ences demonstrated by an array of objects on display
at the Timurid exhibition in 1988 implied a kind of
unified aesthetic in royally sponsored production, a
phenomenon explained by the kitbkhna.

The implications of these concerns set a new course
for art historical inquiry that went beyond taxonomy,
moving painting out of its hermetic realm. But there
are three reasons why the study of painting and the
arts of the book have maintained their highly special-
ized and somewhat remote aura: methodology, the
culture of the field, and resources. One problem that
the students of painting of the pre-modern Islamic
world confront is of an ontological order that is in-
herited as a methodological legacy. If one traces the
progress of the idea in print, one finds that it was first
stated by Golombek, 3 1 then by Lowry and Nemazee, 3 2

and then followed up by Grabar.3 3 Each has brought
up the problem of the image's ontology in the con-
text of the book: should it be approached as paint-
ing or as illustration? Does the relevant text begin to
explain or to circumscribe the representation that
accompanies it? Sensitivity to early notions and sup-
positions, perhaps realizable only through deep
historiographic analysis, helps to unveil the problem
in this initial formulation.

Genuine and not so honorable concerns promoted
Persianate painting as a rich and complex art tradi-
tion. It, too, had its masters and its patrons, and the
intricate pictorial structure and minute detail of the
painting seemed to encourage the separation of im-
age from text and to legitimate the exhibition of paint-
ings as single masterworks transferred from the hori-
zontal viewing format of the book to the vertical gal-
lery wall.34 Years later, when scholars became linguis-
tically proficient, image and text were reunited. But
the reunion does not mean that they pay adequate
attention to the painting's visual devices and phenom-
ena, and the tension between painting and illustra-
tion remains.

A larger problem concerns the practices of histo-
rians of art who decode meanings and their structures,
and hermeneutics. Approaches to paintings in books
came from those advanced in the study of the west-
ern European pictorial tradition, and mainly through
easel painting (the exhibition of manuscript paintings
on walls may have encouraged this approach,.foster-
ing as it does the perception that manuscript paint-
ing is visually no different from easel paintings, aside
from miniaturization). But understanding images in
books as paintings on sheets of paper requires a dif-
ferent approach, perhaps, one that does not suppress
the fact that the painting is in the book.35

The last two aspects of book study-culture of the
field and resources-are easier to identify. The par-
ticularities of the manuscript researcher's experience
maintain and reinforce the distance between re-
searcher and readership. The geographical spread of
objects, institutional hierarchies and bureaucratic
structures, and the sheer cost of making even a frac-
tion of a single manuscript's images available to a wider
audience, or of obtaining documentation for research
back home, place tight constraints on their study. The
private aspect of the research experience in libraries,
and a close and personal connection to the object of
study, is often internalized through sets of private
languages. Scholars speak in the cataloguer's code of
letters and numbers; they rely on memory to summon
up paintings seen in far-flung places, and the
reexamination of paintings only brings further sur-
prises, a testament to one aspect of the painting's
power.

No amount of verbal description or detailed pho-
tographic documentation can approximate the expe-
rience of holding a book and scrutinizing it, slowly
taking in its paintings unaided by optical devices such
as magnifying glasses (now in vogue at exhibitions),
though the lens might succeed in establishing some
approximation of the intimate, total immersion cre-
ated by study of paintings in books. We still need a
lingua franca for documenting and describing the
field's ever-expanding corpus of material,3 6 and we still
need to increase our awareness in the subjects we
choose to explore, of the accumulated baggage of past
scholarship, and the various forces that have shaped
the discourse. The conference and the papers pub-
lished here provide one occasion for discussion and
perhaps will stimulate new debate.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Making a codex required the expertise of various
practitioners working independently of each other or
together as a group. Raw materials-paper, leather,
pigments, inks, binding agents, starches-needed to
be procured and processed, often by painstaking and
time-consuming methods which required extensive
knowledge or skill. Implements-pens, brushes, sty-
luses, knives, stamps, polishing stones-were crafted.
Tricks of the trade-from cutting the reed to thick-
ening ink-were learned and transmitted from teacher
to pupil. The success of this transmission was argu-
ably better accomplished by direct access to the
teacher and his methods than by the highly mediated
use of a text through recipe books or treatises, many
of which have come down to us. 3 7

One treatise, Simi Nishapuri's Jawhar-i Sinmz (com-
posed in 1433-34),38 imparts general advice on select-
ing papers and tinting them, and fairly detailed in-
structions for the production of pigments. Simi also
explains how to make ink and adduces two short
poems as versified recipes "for quick memorization."
He ends with general advice on thickening ink, should
it be too thin. Much depended on developing an in-
tuitive sense-like the proverbial cook imparting in-
structions in the kitchen through unquantifiable ex-
ample-from trial and error, for nothing could sup-
plant knowledge accumulated through experience.
While the versified recipes functioned as mnemonic
devices for remembering the relative proportions of
the substances called for, their application by the
incompetent would not necessarily produce a satisfac-
tory result. Beyond the technical expertise required
for the ingredients' preparation, recipes are based on
an abstract standard of elements and a purity of sub-
stances.

At an earlier time, two calligraphers chided the
eleventh-century master Ibn al-Bawwab (d. 1022) in
their commentaries on his qastzda (poem of at least
seven couplets in uniform meter), the R'iyyafi al-khatt
("Ode on calligraphy"). Named for its rhyme in the
letter r', in his qaszda Ibn al-Bawwab offered advice
on the formation of Arabic letters, the selection of
paper and reed, the cutting of the reed, and the prepa-
ration of ink.39 The commentators, Ibn al-Wahid and
Ibn al-Basis, understood the shortcomings of the poetic
form for transmitting information on practices and
procedures and so they annotated Ibn al-Bawwab's tel-
egraphic text with lengthy explanations. The commen-

tators express some of their frustration in doing this,
noting how Ibn al-Bawwab had spoken "in generali-
ties which served to conceal the details of his art."
Their complaint is understandable. At the point where
Ibn al-Bawwab turns to his explanation of how to cut
the point of the reed pen, he writes, "Do not ask me
to reveal it; it is a secret to which I shall hold." One
gets the sense that he is holding back, not giving over
all of his secrets, despite the poem's didactic prom-
ise. Knowledge had its price and conditions, and some
practitioners were more willing than others to part
company with their treasured secrets.

After the papers had been prepared and starched
(knowingjust the right amount of starch to apply was
crucial if the pigment was to remain on the surface),
and cut to nearly final size, the planning of text and
image placement, painting, ruling, and illumination
could begin. The scribe could sit down to copy the
text after the sheets had been inscribed with the al-
most invisible lines of the mastar (a board with cords
attached across it perpendicular to the vertical axis)
that would serve to guide the pen. Painting and illu-
mination could be drafted directly onto the sheet with
a sharp point or an inked line, the graphic armature
guiding the application of pigments and gold. A host
of finishing processes-polishing the surface of the
painting, executing rulings around the textblock and
between columns of text, and trimming, for example-
would complete the pages. The pages would then be
gathered into a textblock, stitched together, and
placed in a binding. Most of these processes and tech-
niques have been amply described in the literature.4 0

But other dimensions of materials and methods
remain to be considered and several of them are taken
up in the essays byJonathan Bloom and Sheila Blair.
Bloom studies evidence of early illustrated book pro-
duction and attributes an increased rate in the twelfth
century to the emergence and availability of paper.
As a factor in the rise of the book, paper has been
curiously neglected. The shift from vellum and papyrus
to paper had a significant impact not only on the
format and structure of the book but on the dissemi-
nation of knowledge. The specific features and at-
tributes-low porosity, durability, thinness, strength,
and chemical stability-offered by paper made it a
versatile medium and, at least theoretically, its low cost
made it available (although some evidence suggests
that in practice it was not always either cheap or avail-
able). Bloom also examines the theory that there was
a coherent illustrated manuscript tradition prior to
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ca. 1150, and the purported role played by paper for
the design and execution of other media.

If we chart the use of paper over the period cov-
ered by the essays in this volume, we see a shift from
a relatively stable paper sheet-that is, a manuscript
composed of single sheets on which calligraphy, paint-
ing, illumination, and rulings are executed-to a book
conceived as a patchwork of pieces, wherein the text
page may be framed by a margin of different paper.
It is clear that the various aesthetic effects and possi-
bilities of paper, and auxiliary treatments and tech-
niques (stenciling, ink drawing, painting, washes, tint-
ing, marbling), were fully explored and exploited,
yielding the impression of an extraordinarily diverse
repertoire within a fairly conservative technology.
There is also the subject of pigment and ink to con-
sider. Without wanting to be overly deterministic, is
it possible to consider that the limitations and essen-
tial properties of the pigments used may have contrib-
uted to the aesthetic features of Persianate painting,
for example, the avoidance of wash in favor of a hard-
edged, enamel-like, opaque, radiant, and polychrome
surface?

Sheila Blair brings us into a slightly later period,
mainly the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Noting
the emphasis in scholarship on paintings to the com-
parative neglect of the papers and auxiliary treatments
used to enclose them (in fact, some manuscripts did
not even have any), Blair treats us to a seemingly infinite
range of examples especially of colored and decorated
papers and charts changes throughout the period.

It is clear that technical ability and expertise were
highly prized because it is an oft-repeated subject in
art historiographic literature, including prefaces to
album collections, treatises, and references to prac-
titioners in the biographical segments of chronicles.
The aesthetic effect and longevity of the manuscript
depended on technical knowledge. But might it be
possible to think about painting and the arts of the
book in such a way that the very legibility of techni-
cal achievement in them would be addressed? Could
it be that a specific green and orange applied side by
side on the paper signaled extraordinary competence
and ingenuity because of the danger of chemical in-
stabilities generated by the adjacency of such colors?
Perhaps it will only be possible to answer this kind of
question through the collaboration of conservation
scientists and historians of art, a relatively new phe-
nomenon in the field but one that is already yield-
ing encouraging results.4 1

THE CONCEPTION AND REALIZATION OF
PAINTING

The second group of papers centers on the concep-
tion and realization of painting, a subject with innu-
merable facets. A basic inquiry might begin with the
very act of combining text and image, of designing
and producing a series of images for a specific text
or a gathering of texts in an anthology or dzvan (po-
etry collection).42 A consideration of the design pro-
cess would involve an analysis of the technical meth-
ods and materials used by artists to produce paintings
for texts, from the design of individual components
to their combination and arrangement in composi-
tions. Would these paintings be narrative, diagram-
matic, or emblematic,,or combinations thereof? How
would the images illustrate the text-after all, some
texts lend themselves to narrative illustration more
easily than others. Or would they just be there to
augment the book's value, to proclaim its status as a
luxury object, and provide a pleasant respite from the
act of reading? Certainly, paintings do not have a static
relationship to their context in the book, just as the
idea of the book as a material object changes over the
period covered by the papers in this volume.

In imagining, conceptualizing, and then settling on
a series of subjects, what resources would the design-
ers turn to-the completed paintings in manuscripts
owned by a succession of royal, princely, or amiral
patrons that might define an illustrative program for
the text as a series of compositional prototypes? Loose
paper sheets inscribed with designs and perhaps car-
ried by peripatetic artists seeking employment at dif-
ferent courts? Or were paintings and designs both
drawn upon? The techniques of pouncing used to
transfer an image from one surface to another enabled
the reuse of finished and incomplete models alike.
Finally, in what ways would the individual paintings
and the full aesthetic of the book-the totality of bind-
ing, calligraphy, illumination, rulings, and decorated
papers-go beyond the simple brief of copying a text
and thereby transform the textual container into some-
thing else?

But where did these processes occur? This thorny
question, previously glossed over in the scholarship,
has been the subject of recent debate. Islamic books
often begin with a dedicatory protocol that mentions
the institution of the kitabkhana /kutubkhna or the
khizdna al-kutub with the phrase bi-rasm-i, "by order of'
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in an illuminated medallion (usually referred to as a
shamsa).4` Too often, the meaning of this statement,
which preceded the titles and name of the manu-
script's original owner in the ex libris, was taken to
signify the existence of a physically fixed and well-
funded place in which human and material resources
could be gathered to produce manuscripts. But im-
agine, for example, the challenge presented to schol-
arly conceptions of production by some documents
bound into one of the Istanbul albums:

Petition from Shaykh-Muhammad, the least of His
majesty's servants.
I had a china inkpot with which I used to write. Two
days ago it was broken, and for this reason I am much
upset.
It is besought that [His Majesty] grant in alms an inkpot
with which I may write and be engaged in constant prayer
for [His Majesty's] good fortune.44

or

The royal command [has been received] concerning the
scribal activity of this humble slave of the court and his
apprentices [in which it is asked] how much each is able
to write in a day. The fact is that copying cannot be
compared to other arts, for sometimes it happens that,
without willing it to be so, one can accomplish many
times what one expects, while other times, no matter
how much one presses oneself, not a fraction of what
one has accomplished in the past is possible. Appren-
tices are as yet beginners: if they make haste in their
writing it impedes their progress....45

How different would history look if it were particu-
larized in response to these and other textual frag-
ments?

The notion of the kitabkhdna as a fixed and perma-
nent structure seems to be supported, or at least at-
tested, by sparse textual records: the kitdbkMhna of the
Rab'-i Rashidi, endowed by the Ilkhanid vizier Rashid
al-Din in the fourteenth century, is mentioned in the
complex's endowment charter (waqfa.ma);46 the early-
fifteenth-century Timurid workshop (kitdbkhdna) in
Herat, presumably sponsored by Baysunghur, is men-
tioned in what is basically a progress report, called
the 'Arzaddsht;4 7 and a third document addressed to
the artist Bihzad, dated 24 April 1 522, that invites him
to head the royal library (kitabhana-yi humayitn) spon-
sored by the reigning Safavid Shah Isma'il and to
oversee the works undertaken in it (kdrh-yi kitabkha-
na).48 Implicit in most of the studies that deal with
the kitdbkhana is the notion that it was a royal institu-

tion generating designs and producing objects by
commission or speculatively for the court's consump-
tion. Few studies have examined the production of
books beyond that framework.4 9

These three texts provide slightly different kinds of
information, namely, brief references to quality con-
trol and the process of scribal copying; the range of
projects underway in the kitdbkhdna at a given time
and their execution in different media and formats;
and the variety of technical practices and forms of
competence overseen by one individual. But none of
these written sources really gives us a clear idea of the
specifics of production. To determine that, our only
recourse is to look at the book itself. Marianna Shreve
Simpson's analysis of the Haft Awrang of Jami spon-
sored by the Safavid prince Ibrahim Mirza between
1556 and 1565 amply demonstrated the permeability
of the workshop and how such an institution could
be called into existence for the final stages of a manu-
script's production.5 0 Sections of the text were cop-
ied by five calligraphers in three cities over several
years.

One of the most intriguing aspects of Simpson's
study has to do with the workshop and the physical
settings required for specific jobs; the copying of text,
the execution of painting and illumination, the inscrip-
tion of rulings, and the production of a protective
binding. Some of these activities occurred in outly-
ing locations, with separately assigned tasks carried
out by calligraphers in isolation, and then the manu-
script's pieces were brought together for completion.
Another line of inquiry, a form of ergonomics, could
explore the physical requirements of spaces devoted
to the production of books and its furniture and equip-
ment. Hints offered by visual and written sources in-
dicate a minimalist outcome. A famous page from the
Jahangir album (ca. 1600-10) depicts six artists at work
in one of its visually stunning margins.51 In washes of
gold and opaque pigments, a papermaker is shown
polishing a single sheet, a bookbinder stamps the outer
cover of a binding, and a man smooths the outer edges
of a binding and textblock. The vignettes also include
a calligrapher copying text, a man smelting gold, and
another man making a bookstand. The activities are
staged outdoors, the figures are seated, and they only
use minimal-and portable-furniture (low tables and
durable flat surfaces). Of the late fifteenth-century art-
ist Mawlana Mirak Naqqash, the father and master of
Bihzad, Mirza Muhammad Haydar Dughlat wrote:

__ 1_�___�_��_1_1
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Although his execution is not up to Bizhad's, still all
his works were done outside in the open air, whether
he was traveling, in attendance on the prince or at home;
and he was never tied to a studio (hujra) or portfolio
(kdghadhliq). This is strange enough but further yet he
practiced all kinds of sports.5 2

Although Mirza Muhammad Haydar's comment on
the strangeness of Mirak Naqqash's plein air working
method is somewhat ambiguous-does he refer to his
working without designs, or his freedom from a stu-
dio, or both?-the passage confirms the portability of
bookmaking techniques portrayed in the Mughal al-
bum margin. As members of the courtly retinue, art-
ists and calligraphers went with the court on campaign
and on seasonal travel to choice summer and winter
pasturage.

Of equal interest is the way in which we understand
the inner workings of the workshop, when and where
it existed, how orders or commissions were commu-
nicated and articulated (if at all) between patron and
practitioner, the structures of the workforce and the
implications of collaborative production, the provision
of resources, both material and financial.53 It is usually
the case that the patron's role is privileged in these
aesthetic deliberations, perhaps the result of the bi-
ases of official historical sources that inevitably praise
the patron and that accord the practitioner a some-
what undefined role. A good example is the Timurid
prince Baysunghur (1397-1433): lauded in the con-
temporary official sources, Baysunghur assumes mythic
proportions in later historical and biographical ac-
counts,5 4 but there is no firm evidence of his direct
involvement in decisions that culminated in his ex-
traordinary library of poetic and didactic works. Rare
are the studies that place emphasis on the practitioner
as a repository of technique, tradition, and cultural
memory and that explore continuity through this seg-
ment of society.

The essays in the second group deal with some of
the following subjects:5 5 evidence for the earliest il-
lustrated manuscripts in the Arabic tradition; the
changing relationship between image and text and the
rise of the single-sheet format for pictures freed from
the book; the kinds of relationship between metro-
politan and regional painting traditions; and the form
of connections between text and image. What they also
do, however, is examine different forces at work in
production and their resulting paradigms. In her study
of early illustrated Arabic manuscripts, Eva Hoffman
returns to the written and material sources to reas-

sess scholarly arguments and formulations. Although
there is considerable overlap with the materials pre-
sented by Jonathan Bloom, she advances a different
interpretation. In Hoffman's paper, the need for il-
lustrations in books is studied as well as contexts of
production that fell beyond the royal gaze and spon-
sorship.

The other papers are clustered together in the six-
teenth century, particularly its middle and later dec-
ades, a period generally accepted as one of extraor-
dinary change throughout Persia. Abolala Soudavar
focuses on the artistic personality of Muhammadi and
traces his affiliations to royal courts and patrons.
Against the backdrop of Shah Tahmasp's apparent
disinclination to support artists and the emergence
of other royal patrons, he examines the notion that
shifts in patronage in the late sixteenth century ulti-
mately reshaped the landscape of production and of
patronage. In the face of these changes, artists like
Muhammadi developed new modes of expression and
exploited techniques and formats, the tinted drawing
among them.

Lale Ulu, in her study of book production in the
southern Persian city of Shiraz, sifts through a mass
of sources and constructs a nuanced characterization
of what has been termed "commercial" production.
Her study looks carefully at the formal and stylistic
connections between royal and non-royal manuscripts
and analyzes how these mechanisms operated through
the transfer of books, models, artists, and patrons. The
complex underpinnings of bookmaking in Shiraz are
uncovered through the interaction between courtly
and non-courtly figures. Uluc is also able to examine
the buying audience, a cadre of Ottoman and Safavid
grandees, suggesting the existence of interregional
markets.

THEORIES AND AESTHETICS OF PAINTING

One of the objectives of this third section was to ex-
plore cultural views on painting and aesthetics. In
what ways did contemporary viewers understand the
book and the paintings that it contained? What sys-
tems of value did they bring to it? This goal, fraught
with all kinds of methodological problems, has so far
been a non-starter in scholarship on Persianate paint-
ing. Perhaps it is yet another casualty of the field's
initial definition and its presuppositions. One or two
quotations may suffice to state the problem.

�
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Noting the coexistence of two visual modes, "real-
ism" and "archaizing" in pictorial construction, in the
work of the painter Bihzad, Binyon, Wilkinson and
Gray commented in their seminal work, Persian Mini-
ature Painting, in 1933:

The discordance does not seem to have perturbed ei-
ther the painters or their public. But they had no share
of the European feeling that a picture should conform
as closely as possible to visual appearances; they had
none of the zest in exploration which has made Euro-
pean painting a voyage of discovery; they were content
to express themselves in an art without atmospheric
effect, without light and shade, an art which owed noth-
ing to the study of anatomy or the study of perspective. 5 6

And later,

It must be admitted that Persian painting betrays no
intellectual grasp of the structure of things. The Per-
sian outlook is essentially and incurably romantic. It
enjoys what is marvellous, it is quite ready to believe the
incredible. The painter stages his scene for his own and
the spectator's enjoyment, much as it might be arranged
in a theatre.57

If a theory of art could be formulated for Persianate
painting of the fourteenth through sixteenth centu-
ries, it could be done only through a comparison with
the canon of Western European art. Binyon, Wilkin-
son, and Gray privilege the Western form of image-
referent relationship, a naturalism founded on mi-
metic principles considered to produce a closer
equivalent to reality. The authors' teleological con-
cept of Western art is based on the progressive re-
finement of formal devices (shading, modeling, per-
spective)-a history of visual problem solving-and
the result of the comparison is to characterize the
Persianate painting tradition as static, never-chang-
ing, lacking in innovation. Binyon, Wilkinson, and
Gray's remarks would be less troubling if it were not
for the fact that their descriptive language has re-
tained its currency in studies of Persianate painting
until the present day. Further, given that the paint-
ing tradition was seen to exist in a predominantly
aniconic culture, one that frowned on image makers
and image use, it was deemed a covert activity, an
illicit, secret pleasure that went on behind closed
doors. Cast in this light, the "fantastic" world of Per-
sianate painting-its seeming rebuttal, or avoidance,
of forms that might approximate perceived reality-
was read as decorative (hence "romantic," "marvel-

ous," "incredible").5 8 Moreover, the power of the
window figure-of the picture as an opening onto a
world extending beyond the frame's edges-and of
perspective is such that many still consider them to
be optically equivalent to the eye's experience, and
hence the compositional and spatial systems of the
Persianate painting went undefined despite the fact
that their complex spatial organization required cog-
nitive processes foreign to the perspectivally accus-
tomed eye (although we all make sense of what is
going on in the paintings). A contextual analysis of
painting was only pursued through its illustrative
function, and the painting tradition's visual form was
understood as a strategy of side-stepping a grave prob-
lem: that of usurping God's creative prerogative. Vi-
sually, this avoidance was effected through a non-
mimetic mode of representation so that what was
depicted could not be confused with its referent out
there in the real world. The comments of Binyon,
Wilkinson, and Gray illustrate the dangers of defin-
ing a visual tradition's practices and representation-
al features through binary opposition: y is defined in
relationship to x by a series of negatives. Indeed, the
visual tradition's categorization has closed off certain
lines of interpretation and analysis.

Yet it is becoming increasingly clear that in look-
ing at paintings-for that they surely did-contempo-
rary viewers had a language to describe, assess, and
judge what they saw, despite the fact that the lack of
an ekphrastic tradition implies an absence of this
particular form of engagement with the visual. Dis-
tinctions between artists were made and connections
or differences between their works were noted. Aspects
of skill and technical know-how were praised. These
comments signal a form of visual awareness and a
pictorial intelligence that we do not adequately un-
derstand as yet, an active engagement that goes be-
yond the somewhat soft-focus, contemplative gazing
conjured up by the category "decorative" and refigured
in the language used to describe the paintings. Fur-
ther consideration of these questions depends on the
continued study of a host of written sources, of which
there are many examples, despite the prevailing no-
tion of a thin and circumscribed historiographic art
literature. It also depends on allowing the painting
tradition a level of complexity as a postulate, opening
up new lines of thinking as opposed to closing them
down.

As I stated earlier, the essays in this third section
share similar goals, and to various degrees each one
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uses material and textual sources in tandem. Priscilla
Soucek and Yves Porter have both worked extensively
with written sources. Soucek's groundbreaking essay,
titled "Nizami on Painters and Painting" (1972),59
examined cultural views of the artist, the creative
process, and the perceptual experience. Now she turns
to the subject of portraiture to develop a conceptual
framework. After pinpointing inconsistencies in the
scholarship on portraiture, she explores the primary
sources written in Arabic and Persian, and then ex-
amines the implications of cultural concepts of the
portrait and their visualization in painted or drawn
form.

In earlier research, Yves Porter studied a wide va-
riety of texts that are relevant to the study of paint-
ing and the arts of the book, which culminated in the
book, Peinture et arts du livre: Essai sur la littgrature tech-
nique indo-persane. For his essay, Porter has chosen to
work on two texts, one by 'Abdi Beg Shirazi ("Theo-
ry of the Two Qalams") and the other by Sadiqi Beg
Afshar ("Seven Principles of Painting"). In addition
to examining connections drawn between the arts of
calligraphy and depiction (tasvzr: painting and draw-
ing), and a terminology used to describe decorative
visual idioms, respectively, Porter makes broader claims
about the nature of the textual tradition available to
us today.

Like the first two, my essay examines tensions be-
tween modern and pre-modern methods and concepts,
but with specific regard to the relationship between
person, hand, and image. Taking the artist Kamal al-
Din Bihzad as my principal example, I examine the
various procedures used by modern scholars to de-
termine Bihzad's relationship to works attributed to
him or "signed" by him. A major source that embod-
ies an internal concept of authorship is an album as-
sembled in 1544-45. The album offers a context that
unites image and text, which allows us to examine
cultural views of painting, calligraphy, and their pro-
cesses.

LATER RESPONSES TO PAINTINGS AND BOOKS

I will begin my discussion of this fourth and final
section on an autobiographical note with a descrip-
tion of my first experience in manuscript research at
the Topkapi Palace Library. I am sure that I am not
the only one to have had it. As the manuscript was
laid before me on the green-felt-covered table I felt

slightly nervous. I inspected the binding, the dou-
blures, looked at the endpapers, and the ex-libris
surrounded by notes in numerous hands and vari-
ous seals of colored inks and different sizes. My slow
progress through the textblock uncovered paintings
and illumination, with occasional colophons at the
end of sections, indicating that the manuscript was
several years in production. But nothing seemed to
fit together into a coherent assemblage-the paint-
ings were stylistically heterogeneous, as was the illu-
mination, and the binding seemed to have little or
nothing to do with the textblock that it contained.
Repairs and additions were discernable, if not pre-
cisely datable, and notations on its endpapers sug-
gested that the book had moved about with its suc-
cessive owners; in these changing contexts it might
have gone unnoticed for years, gathered dust, and
then was suddenly rediscovered.

Nothing in the general presentation of manuscript
research had prepared me for the daunting physicality
of this manuscript. To my chagrin, I quickly discov-
ered that the manuscript was more typical than not.
Although scholars have been slow to turn to this very
problem, since 1986, with the publication of the con-
ference papers, Les manuscrits du Moyen-Orient: essais
de codicologie et de paliographie, the history of manu-
scripts, as it is reflected in internal changes and ad-
ditions, has become a category of documentation and
a subject of intellectual concern.

Improved record keeping promises to uncover de-
tailed provenances for some manuscripts and to ex-
pand the array of reference works like Kut and Bay-
raktar's Yazma Eserlerde Vaklf Miihiirlei,6° or Lowry and
Beach's appendix on seals stamped in the manuscripts
of the Vever collection.6 1 Describing the type and
scope of changes to manuscripts whether by limited
rebinding, repair, or more intrusive reworking, or by
completing unfinished work should make it possible
to gauge the responses elicited by the objects after
production and to deduce from them the value placed
on books. It would seem important to emphasize here
that this "cultural biography" of things, to borrow Igor
Kopytoffs phrase,6 2 is part of a long history of object
exchange, of successive commodifications and decom-
modifications, stretching back from times contempo-
rary to the pre-modern era. Islamic manuscripts might
be written into a larger history of collecting, 63 and the
methods and perspectives offered by anthropology may
continue to be illuminating.

The reexamination of familiar written sources and
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the use of heretofore neglected ones holds further
promise. Uluc's work testifies to the benefits of study-
ing inventories, and it could usefully be widened to
examine the book holdings of treasuries, mosques, and
personal libraries of courtiers and scholars alike, al-
though the potential for producing generalized state-
ments would often be limited by the paucity of docu-
mentation or a narrow chronological scope.6 4 Such
a project might shed further light on the circumstances
that lay behind the formation of libraries and their
collections. 65 For example, in his history Khwandamir
writes of two investigations in the late Timurid period
of figures suspected of corruption and embezzle-
ment. 66 An audit of the vizier Khwaja Majd al-Din
Muhammad's property turned up "gold and jewels,
rare books, precious wares, bezoar stones, vessels,
chinaware, silk carpets, and brocaded canopies and
tents."6 7 A second audit of the personal property and
holdings of a group of suspect characters produced
"so much gold, so many jewels, precious books, fine
textiles, horses, pack animals, tents, pavilions, weavings,
silk rugs, and objects from Egypt, Anatolia, Europe
and China ... that it would be impossible to describe
them."68 When the items confiscated from Khwaja
Majd al-Din Muhammad were shown to Sultan Husayn
Mirza, the emperor said, "We trusted Khwaja Majdud-
din Muhammad to such an extent that we thought
whenever any precious object came into his hands he
immediately presented it to us. Now it seems he was
not totally honest with us."69 A related historical ac-
count that deals with the movement of books involves
the bibliophile ehid 'Ali Papa, son-in-law of the Ot-
toman Sultan Ahmed III. At the pasha's death, Ahmed
III ordered an inventory of his library, previously
endowed as waqf to the Sehzadebal Library in Istan-
bul, and its confiscation. A decree was insufficient so
a fatwa was issued declaring the ineligibility of the
endowment given the content of some of the books.
Rogers has shown that the intention of the fatwa was
to augment Ahmed III's library because it specified
that "the finer manuscripts among those confiscated
be sent to the palace and the rest sold." 70

In gauging responses to books, one line of inter-
pretation could be to see this inscription of self, of
the owner taking possession of the book by altering
some physical or formal feature, as a political act. It
could be understood as the final, but by no means
inevitable, outcome of the object's cycle of exchange,
perhaps acquired through conquest as booty or given
as gift. Some books are inscribed with a genealogy of

ownership so they can be considered as heirlooms; for
some owners, books may have become associated with
particular occasions or events, social interactions or
encounters. In some instances changes were made for
aesthetic reasons alone, to bring old books into line
with the way things looked in their new context, but
with aspects of their historicity maintained, if only
selectively.7 1 They also offered a point of comparison
between regional and/or dynastic traditions and be-
tween the past and present.

Some of these aspects of response and the social
mechanisms of exchange are addressed by Zeren
Tanlndi, who has turned to these questions in recent
years. She has collected documentation about the
peregrinations of practitioners, patrons, and books
from a variety of written and material sources dating
from the sixteenth century, a period of major realign-
ment throughout the Islamic world. Tanindl focuses
on a particularly active period in the Middle East and
eastern Mediterranean when Ottoman campaigns,
diplomacy, and political reformations throughout Iran
and Central Asia brought about the movement of
people and their possessions.

Serpil Bagcl also concentrates on the Ottoman set-
ting, but she considers the textual and visual transla-
tion of Firdawsi's Shahnama into Turkish. Bagcl exam-
ines specific poetic metaphors for translation from
Persian into Turkish (through the image of re-
garbing), and the general practice of imitative re-
sponse in poetry to examine the ways in which paint-
ers also translated received visual idioms into a re-
gional dialect. In her essay, the artist's reception of
paintings and books is very much a living one, a re-
sponse involving the incorporation and transforma-
tion of non-Ottoman books into an Ottoman visual
and written language. It occurs in the historical con-
text of the development of a distinct Ottoman aesthetic
defined against a Persianate one. 72

A third form of response has to do with judgment
and valuation and a method for articulating them.
Sometimes an attributive signature is added to a paint-
ing or a librarian's inventory note highlights the name
of the scribe who copied the manuscript, as well as
the number of paintings in it and the text and its
author. As I noted earlier, numerous sources discuss
the relative merits of calligraphers, artists, and other
artisans, but the meaning of their often esoteric lan-
guage can be obscure to the modern reader, and we
may find it difficult to arrive at an equivalent sense
using the categories available to us. The separation
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between evaluation and judgment expressed in words
and their referents (i.e., specific objects) puts one kind
of methodological problem before us. But notations
in manuscripts tell us that in some times and places
forms of valuation were assiduously recorded.73

Numerous manuscripts of foreign origin or local
production owned by Mughal patrons contain nota-
tions that categorize paintings and calligraphy accord-
ing to a scale of value (rankings from first to fifth class)
using unexplained criteria and methods of connois-
seurship. Whether these evaluations can be taken as
typical throughout the pre-modern Islamic world is
debatable, for the mania in India could be accounted
for by a bureaucratic impulse-they were the "bean-
counters" of their age, or to the habit of naming and
identifying that scholars have traced to Babur's ini-
tial response to the Indian subcontinent as reflected
in his memoirs. But Seyller's work on Mughal recep-
tion promises to uncover the specific criteria ofjudg-
ment that were internal to a culture and to show in
what ways internal judgments can ultimately challenge
or corroborate modem suppositions and value systems.
He begins with the ranking system, followed by a sty-
listic autopsy of sets of paintings with the objective of
outlining linkages between paintings and rankings and
thereby isolating formal criteria of judgment.

In every case, the essays in the fourth and final cate-
gory demonstrate ways of responding to the accumu-
lated objects of a past or near present and suggest the
ways in which such a response could produce its own
canon and reshape the past by selection and rejection.

Harvard University
Cambridge, Mass.

NOTES

1. The original roster of conference speakers also included
Renata Holod, who presented a paper on a sixteenth-cen-
tury Khamsa made in Shiraz, and Elaine Wright, who pre-
sented a paper on Ibrahim Sultan b. Shahrukh's Shahnama
(Oxford, Bodleian Library, ms. Add. 176). Wright's paper
will be published as part of a book-length study derived from
her doctoral dissertation, "The Look of the Book: Manu-
script Production in the Southern Iranian City of Shiraz from
the Early 14th Century to 1452," in the occasional series,
Oxford Studies in Islamic Art (Oxford University Press in
association with the Chester Beatty Library). Two papers,
one by Eva Hoffman and the other by Lale Uluc, were not
part of the conference but are relevant to it, and therefore
have been added to the volume.

2. For example, the exhibition of Persian miniatures held at
the Musee des Arts Ddcoratifs, Paris, 1912. For a list of ex-
hibitions between 1900 and 1981, see Nasrin Rohani, A Bib-
liography of Persian Miniature Painting (Cambridge, Mass.: Aga
Khan Program for Islamic Architecture, 1982), pp. 145-49.

3. Organized by Stephen Vernoit and held at the Victoria and
Albert Museum, London, October 1996.

4. Gfilru Necipoglu organized the conference in 1992 under
the auspices of the Aga Khan Program for Islamic Archi-
tecture, Harvard University. The papers were published as
a special issue of Ars Orientalis 23 (1993).

5. The Toronto papers were published as a supplement to
Muqarnas (ed. Lisa Golombek and Maria Subtelny, Timurid
Art and Culture: Iran and Central Asia in the Fifteenth Century
[Leiden, New York, Cologne: E.J. Brill, 1992]). The papers
presented at the conference, "New Approaches to Persian
Art and Culture," in Washington, D.C., at the Arthur M.
Sackler Gallery, were not published.

6. Only a few of the papers were published. See Julian Raby
and Teresa Fitzherbert, eds., The Court of the l-khans 1290-
1340, Oxford Studies in Islamic Art 12 (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1996).

7. Sheila R. Canby, ed., Safavid Art and Architecture (London:
British Museum Press, to appear).

8. Marianne Barrucand, ed., L Egyptefatimide: son art et son histoire
(Paris: Presses de l'Universit6 de Paris-Sorbonne, 1999).

9. For related studies, see Eleanor G. Sims, "The Garrett Manu-
script of the Zafar-Name: A Study in Fifteenth-Century Timu-
rid Patronage," Ph.D. diss., New York University, 1973; and
idem, "The Illustrated Manuscripts of Firdawsi's Shahnama
Commissioned by Princes of the House of Timfur," Ars Orien-
talis 22 (1992): 43-68.

10. Wu Hung, The Double Screen: Medium and Representation in
Chinese Painting (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996),
Introduction.

11. A methodological problem considered by Mieke Bal and
Norman Bryson, "Semiotics and Art History," Art Bulletin 73,
2 (June 1991): 174-208. Bal and Bryson write, "But it is some-
times the case that the sequence (from context to text) is
actually inferred from its endpoint, leading to the kind of
metalepsis that Nietzsche called 'chronological reversal"'
(ibid., p. 178).

12. There has been some resistance to the pursuit of new av-
enues of inquiry. For example, see B. W. Robinson, Fifteenth-
Century Persian Painting: Problems and Issues (New York and
London: New York University Press, 1991), pp. 1-2. Robin-
son's criticism was leveled directly at the "somewhat esoteric
and abstruse nouvelle vague approach set in motion at the
symposium that accompanied the exhibitions of Timurid art
and of the Vever Collection at the Sackler Gallery in 1989"
(ibid., p. 2). He concluded, "As an old museum man, I prefer
to deal in objects, facts, dates, and human personalities"
(ibid.).

13. Basil Gray, ed., Arts of the Book in Central Asia: 14th-16th Cen-
turies (Paris: Unesco, 1979). The volume also contained an
extremely useful appendix by 'Abd al-Hayy Habibi in which
important written sources were listed and briefly summarized.
The taxonomic division and periodization of Arts of the Book
in Central Asia have been followed time after time, for ex-
ample, see the essays on the arts of the book (Barbara Brend)
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and painting (Eleanor Sims and Ernst Grube) in The Arts
of Persia, ed. R. W. Ferrier (New Haven and London: Yale
University Press, 1989). Refinements and additions to the
separate "histories" of techniques and media first treated
in Arts of the Book in Central Asia are the subject of numer-
ous entries in the Encyclopaedia Iranica.

14. The most recent studies include Gulnar Bosch,John Carswell,
and Guy Petherbridge, Islamic Bindings and Bookmaking (Chi-
cago: Oriental Institute, University of Chicago, 1981); Dun-
can Haldane, Islamic Bookbindings in the Victoria and Albert
Museum (London: World of Islam Festival Trust in associa-
tion with the Victoria and Albert Museum, 1983); and Julian
Raby and Zeren Tanindl, Turkish Bookbinding in the 15th Cen-
tury: The Foundation of an Ottoman Court Style (London: Azi-
muth Editions, 1993).

15. A ground-breaking volume was published in 1989 from pa-
pers given at a conference in Istanbul, May 1986. See
Francois Deroche, ed., Les manuscrits du Moyen-Orient: essais
de codicologie et depaliographie, Varia Turcica 8 (Paris: Institut
francais d'6tudes anatoliennes, 1989). Manuscripts of the
Middle East (Leiden: Ter Lugt Press, 1986), ajournal devoted
to the study of manuscripts, edited by Dhroche, Adam Gacek
and Jan Just Witkam, was launched in the same year.

16. Exemplary studies about the making of a book and the cul-
tural milieu in which they were made include Marianna
Shreve Simpson, Sultan Ibrahim Mirza's Haft Awrang: A Princely
Manuscript from Sixteenth-Century Iran (New Haven and Lon-
don: Yale University Press, 1997); and Sheila S. Blair, A Com-
pendium of Chronicles: Rashid al-Din's Illustrated History of the
World (London and Oxford: The Nour Foundation in asso-
ciation with Azimuth Editions and Oxford University Press,
1995).

17. For example, Barbara Schmitz, Islamic Manuscripts in the New
York Public Library (New York and Oxford: Oxford Univer-
sity Press and The New York Public Library, 1992); and idem,
Islamic and Indian Manuscripts and Paintings in the Pierpont
Morgan Library (New York: The Pierpont Morgan Library,
1997). An equally well-documented catalogue of illustrated
manuscripts in the Topkapi Palace Library is now being
prepared by Filiz Cagman and Zeren Tanindl.

18. Marianna Shreve Simpson, "The Making of Manuscripts and
the Workings of the Kitab-Khana in Safavid Iran," in The
Artist's Workshop, ed. Peter M. Lukehart, Studies in the His-
tory of Art 38 (Washington, D.C., 1993), pp. 105-21; and
idem, "The Production and Patronage of the Haft Aurang
byJami in the Freer Gallery of Art," Ars Orientalis 13 (1982):
93-119.

19. The earliest and most developed study is Marianna Shreve
Simpson, The Illustration of an Epic: The Earliest Shahnama
Manuscripts (New York: Garland Publishers, 1979). Simpson
notes that methods of illustration generally accepted for
Western manuscripts may not be applicable to the early
period of Persianate painting in books (ibid., p. 39).

20. For example, Priscilla Parsons Soucek, "Illustrated Manu-
scripts of Nizami's Khamseh: 1386-1482," Ph.D. diss., New York
University, 1971.

21. Oleg Grabar and Sheila Blair, Epic Images and Contemporary
History: The Illustrations of the Great Mongol Shahnama (Chi-
cago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1980); and
more recently, Abolala S6udavar, "The Saga of Abu-Sa'id

Bahador Khan. The Abu-Sa'idndm," in The Court of the I-khans
1290-1340, ed. Raby and Fitzherbert, pp. 95-211. Grabar
and Blair's thesis needs to be modified as codicological evi-
dence suggests that the total number of manuscript illus-
trations is significantly higher than they had first estimated
(approximately 190 instead of 120), thus challenging their
conclusions about the manipulation of narrative cycles as-
sociated with particular kings or heroes in the Shahnama (see
Sheila S. Blair, "On the Track of the 'Demotte' Shahnama
Manuscript," in Manuscrits du Moyen-Orient, pp. 124-31). A
greater problem, however, rests in the assumptions about
the Shahnama as a text. Modern studies tend to imagine a
comprehensive edition of the text (after the E. E. Bertels'
edition) and do not consider the possibility that some cycles
of kings could be omitted entirely or that stories in cycles
could be deleted or abbreviated. In other words, the con-
cept of a text was far more elastic in its constitution and
dynamic in its make-up than has been accounted for. Grabar
and Blair discuss this problem (Epic Images, pp. 1-2), not-
ing that there "are as many versions of the Shahnama as there
were manuscripts." The implications of this fact did not deter
them from reconstructing the manuscript's illustrative pro-
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